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Describes the three aettir of futhark runes, how they were used for divination and their occult

meaning. What are merkstave and bindrunes? What esoteric purposes did the Nazis employ

runes? Is there a link between the modern peace symbol and the decline of Christianity in

Western culture? Fully illustrated.
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Jangels, “Melding Ancient Wisdoms.... This book is imparts concise information regarding

divination/guidance through using Runes. It reviews their origin and later adaptation by celts.

Each rune is depicted with its original name and divinitory meaning. There follows a short,

intriguing review of Nazi use of runic symbols, ending with a thought provoking commentary

regarding the peace symbol and it's affect upon the collective consciousness.Factual, and yet

challenging the individual psyche to see beyond and through illusions to ancient and current

truths.The book gives sufficient details of Runes and their meanings to enable an esoteric

student to create their own personal set.”

The book by ME Brines has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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